
 
Week 4 :: Attitude :: Self-Talk 
 set your mind on things that are above 

Setting one’s mind is a conscious action; we must choose and direct our thought-life. What we think and even 
how we feel is not inevitable, but can be submitted to Christ and aided by the Holy Spirit. Romans 8:6: “For to 
set the mind on the flesh is death, but to set the mind on the Spirit is life and peace.” 

Purpose: 

Brain Dump 
 On a separate sheet of paper, brain dump your responses to the following prompts: 

• What are your top-three bad responses, even if they are only internal? Anger? Self-pity? 
Apathy? Anxiety? Give the responses their true names. 

• What responses do you wish were natural? Turns out responses take effort to change. 
Don’t wait for them to be natural - work on building them.    

• What bad-attitude things do you tell yourself regularly? What is actually true? Write out 
true responses. 

• Do you pray about your responses? The Holy Spirit changes hearts & grows His fruit in us. 

Baby Steps 

  

Building Blocks 
What thoughts do you need to replace? Try making a two-column list with one side having 
responses and attitudes in need of eviction and on the other side, a true thought with which to 
replace it. It won’t happen all at once or overnight, but having clarity & direction will help. 

Choose a short verse or motto that would redirect your mind and heart. Write it out.

Choose a cue that happens at least 3 times a day; place your motto visibly near the cue.

Repeat your verse or motto at each cue - and repeat it whenever it pops into your mind.
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     Week 4 :: Attitude :: Self-Talk 
     Habit Checklists 

Tiny Action Plan   
 Trigger After I                 
 Action then I will  
 Craving because I want 

Recognize the Reward: 
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Prayer Habit:

Movement Habit:

Reading Habit:
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